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1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In 2018, ECR Austria has launched the Working
Group “Omni Shopper Journey”. This term merges two highly topical concepts: “Omni-Channel”
and “Shopper Journey”. Due to their innovativeness, neither of them shares a common understanding in business practice and academia.
As a result, the concept of the Omni Shopper
Journey consists of various popular buzzwords
that are not defined precisely, and whose exact scope and relevant business processes are
often not clarified.
The goal of the Omni Shopper Journey (OSJ)

Working Group is the establishment of a common
understanding of a collaborative OSJ management that addresses contemporary opportunities, as well as challenges that come with digitalization and the need for a shopper-centric
omni-channel management. This view requires a
strictly collaborative approach, making it a core
ECR topic. The omni-channel and digitalization
aspects of the OSJ further need an in-depth consideration of the special characteristics of the
FMCG industry which challenges digital marketing to a much larger extent than other industries.

In a series of workshops, the OSJ Working Group has elaborated a common definition and
understanding of the OSJ and its key elements n order to provide retailers and manufacturers with the tools to manage it effectively. The resulting one-and-a-half years of work are summarized in this guidebook that seeks to benefit the FMCG industry in various ways, as listed below.

• Provide a common understanding of the OSJ in the FMCG business.
• Establish a guideline with illustrative examples of key elements and tools of a collaborative
OSJ management between retailers and manufacturers.
• Show the key steps and questions to be answered in order to initiate any
collaborative OSJ management.
• Offer a glossary of key terms related to the OSJ to establish industry-wide terminology.
• Serve as a milestone publication provided by ECR Austria, contributing to a better
understanding of the dynamic developments in the realm of the OSJ and its management.

The OSJ Guidebook is comprised of the following sections:
• Omni Shopper Journey: Fundamentals and definition of the OSJ
• Touchpoints: Collaboratively managing the customer experiences along with the OSJ
• Personas: Giving customer segments an easily communicable face
• Key performance indicators: Jointly measuring OSJ management performance
• Collaborative Omni Shopper Journey Management Process: Steps for retailers
and manufacturers to make the OSJ work
• Glossary of terms: Establishing a common understanding of the key terminology
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THE OMNI SHOPPER JOURNEY

2.1 Basics and Issues to Consider
In recent years, companies have increasingly
recognized the importance of putting the customer into focus. Terms such as “customer centricity” are highlighting this orientation. Several
years ago, ECR has recognized that customers
are not only consuming products and services
(hence acting as “consumers”), but also behave as “shoppers” while making purchases. The
orientation towards shoppers results in various
emerging concepts such as shopper marketing
or shopper segments.
The distinction between consumers and shoppers reflects the different views retailers and
manufacturers can have on their customers.
Whereas consumption is the ultimate interaction with customers from the manufacturer’s
point of view, shopping is the main interaction
between the customer and the retailer. The customer himself or herself, however, barely makes
this distinction, but rather undergoes an overall
experience with blurred lines between shopping, purchasing, consuming, and other stages
that may occur at the very beginning or the very
end of these experiences. Research and practice therefore coined a term that summarizes this
experience – the shopper journey. ECR defines the shopper journey as follows: “The mapping of the behavior and decisions of a group
of consumers/shoppers, from consumption
through to purchase and post purchase” (ECR
Europe, Emnos, & The Partnering Group, 2011,
page 15). Whereas the distinction between the
consumer and the shopper acknowledges the
different roles of customers, the OSJ Guidebook applies the term shopper to emphasize the
experiences customers have when moving along
the shopper journey in which the different phases of the shopping process play a key role. The
precursor of the shopper journey concept in the

form of various stages in purchasing processes
has been established a long time ago. Marketing textbooks distinguish transaction phases,
such as information, negotiation, and purchase
phase, or pre-purchase, purchase, and postpurchase (often also called after sales). Consumer behavior theories came up with sequences
of typical mental states that precede a purchase,
such as the widely known AIDA (Attention, Interest, Desire, Action) model (Fitzgerald & Arnott,
2000). What is new about the idea of the shopper journey is the understanding that customers’
experiences before, during, and after a purchase
are highly individual and cannot be simply put
into standard classifications. In addition, the
idea of the shopper journey clearly involves the
relevant companies, retailers and manufacturers,
collectively. Therefore, this view on the customer calls for a joint management of the shopper
journey (ECR Austria, 2014).
In 2011, ECR has developed a systematic framework for identifying and managing the shopper
journey by devising the Consumer and Shopper Journey (C&SJ) framework (ECR Europe et
al., 2011). In 2013, ECR Austria developed shopper types that are categorized by predominant
shopper journeys and related behaviors (ECR
Austria, 2013). Since then, significant changes
have occurred which call for next-level development of the shopper journey management.
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These changes are particularly driven by information technology as well as digitalization in
virtually all areas of management and business.
Electronic commerce (e-commerce) has experienced a tremendous increase of applications
and marketing instruments, including innovative
forms of online sales, social media marketing,
and customer empowerment. A recent significant development is the continuous integration of different communication and distribution

channels. Whereas multi-channel business, i.e., the
offering of physical and online stores side by side,
was state-of-the-art in the early 2000s, nowadays customers expect an omni-channel business
with a completely integrated and ideally seamless consumption and shopping experience
where boundaries between offline and online
channels, communication and distribution, and
retailers and manufacturers, disappear (see
Figure 1).

Multi-channel:

Cross-channel:

Several channels
without connection

Several channels
with connection

Omni-channel:
Channels become invisible.
Seamless transition, customer
is in the center.
Source: EHI/ECR Austria

Figure 1. Differences between multi-channel, cross-channel, and omni-channel business (Hüpper, 2019)

Only an omni-channel business can accompany
the shopper entirely during his/her shopper journey from the beginning to the end. The approach
is enriching and widening the experiences customers can have during their journey. It offers a virtually indefinite number of individual experiences
that can be influenced by customers’ persona-
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lity traits, the situational context, but also by a
carefully lead management by the companies
involved, namely retailers and manufacturers.
The increasing complexity of shopper journeys,
triggered by a growing number of electronic
media involved, is illustrated in Figure 2.

THE OMNI SHOPPER JOURNEY

Search
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Read
product tests
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Figure 2. Example of an omnichannel shopper journey (Hüpper, 2019)

Despite the ever-growing number of individual
experiences that may occur during a shopper
journey, companies would not be well advised
to leave these experiences to chance. In contrast, the increasing extent of customer empowerment reduces companies’ control over customer experiences and shopper journeys. The high
complexity of shopper journeys also shows that
individual companies cannot effectively manage

them on their own anymore. Only collaborative
shopper journey management, where retailers
and manufacturers jointly plan an optimal customer experience, can fully address contemporary
customer experiences. This development motivated the ECR Working Group to address the
concept of the Omni Shopper Journey (OSJ). It is
characterized by the following key issues:

Key Issues of the OSJ
•

Strong customer centricity – the shopper is in the focus

•

Dynamic view – the shopper journey as a sequence of experiences and actions
is the subject of decision-making, experiences are interdependent and not
isolated from each other

•

Highly collaborative approach – only together retailer and manufacturer
can take the action most effective

•

Omni-channel orientation – elimination of organizational and technological silos
in order to ensure a seamless integration of offline and online communication
and distribution channels

•

Specific focus on the particularities of the Fast-Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG) sector
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A note on the last point: The FMCG sector is
characterized by a number of particularities
that differ from other consumer goods industries. Compared to other consumer goods, online
distribution channels still play a minor role and
nowadays usually do not exceed one-digit percentages of total sales. Shopper journeys in the
FMCG sector also differ from other industries.
Many FMCG products are convenience goods
(Palmatier, Stern, & El-Ansary, 2016) where information collection prior to purchase is limited
and purchase decision processes are usually characterized by a low cognitive effort and a high
degree of habit. Unlike many other product categories, many FMCG categories can often be
purchased impulsively, meaning that underlying

shopper journeys are short and include spontaneous action.
Figure 3 shows a selection of different typical
shopper journey characteristics across various
consumer goods on the basis of empirical data.
It demonstrates that FMCG products show different customer journeys than other consumer
goods categories. First, in the FMCG sector, physical retail channels still play a dominant role. Second, FMCG products are more often purchased
together with other products, i.e. their cross-selling rate is higher. Third, the information collection is significantly lower in general, and the use
of the Internet is considerably lower, especially
compared to other industries where it already
plays a major role.

100%
80%
60%

40%
20%

0%

Physical retail channel
Advertising as information source

Cross selling

Internet as information source

Customer advice

Information from other consumers

Figure 3. Customer journey characteristics in different consumer goods categories (Marketagent.com, 2017, 2018)

Furthermore, FMCG categories are not homogenous, but can substantially differ from each other.
ECR has acknowledged this by distinguishing
different roles in the Category Management process, such as destination, routine, seasonal, and
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convenience roles (ECR Europe 1997). As a result,
shopper journeys may differ substantially across
categories and therefore offer a multitude of
different management options.

THE OMNI SHOPPER JOURNEY

2.2 Key Concepts of the Omni Shopper Journey
In the OSJ Guidebook, the focus is on the shopper journey, therefore the term “shopper” is used in
place of “consumer and shopper”. The prefix “omni”
addresses the key role of omni-channel business
which is increasingly dominating the shopper’s experience throughout the shopper journey. Therefore, we define the Omni Shopper Journey as follows:
“The Omni Shopper Journey (OSJ) is the mapping
of the behavior and decisions of a group of shoppers, from consumption need through to purchase

and post purchase in a seamlessly integrated omni-channel environment offered jointly by retailers and manufacturers.” Hence, the Omni Shopper Journey Management (OSJ Management) is
the collaborative management of the OSJ carried
out jointly by the retailer and manufacturer. The
OSJ Working Group identified four key areas that
need to be addressed to achieve an effective OSJ
management in the FMCG sector.

Key areas of OSJ management
1.
2.
3.
4.

Management of touchpoints as a central element of the shopper’s experience
during the OSJ
Usage of personas as a tool for a better understanding of and communication
with customer segments
Definition and recommendation of OSJ key performance indicators (KPIs)
Elaboration of a collaborative OSJ management process

Figure 4 summarizes these areas graphically,
underlining the focus areas of the OSJ Guidebook.
In this illustrative example, four omni shopper journeys are shown. They are made up of touchpoints in
different stages of the journey as well as in the sphere of the manufacturer, retailer, or both. The shopper
journeys are representative of four fictive customer

Touchpoints

Pre-purchase

segments that are shown as personas. The performance of the shopper journeys can be measured
by individual and joint KPIs. The OSJ management
takes place between retailer and manufacturer in a
collaborative way which requires a joint OSJ management process. These areas are explained in
detail in the following sections.

Purchase

TV ad
Sample
Manufacturer Website
Social media
...

Flyer
Manufacturer
&
Retailer

POS display
Social media
Print ad

...
Discount
Raﬄe
Retailer

Radio ad
Online shop

...

Post-purchase

KPIs
...
...
...
...
...
CLV
NPS
ROPO
ROI
...
...
...
...
...
...

Omni Shopper Journeys
Figure 4. Contents of the OSJ Guidebook
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TOUCHPOINTS

3.1 Definition and Basics
While the shopper undergoes different steps
during the customer journey, s/he experiences
various touchpoints that can largely influence
the further steps in the journey and finally the
purchase decision as well as the overall customer experience. Therefore, it is important to understand what touchpoints are, how they can be
categorized and, in particular, how they can be
collaboratively managed by retailers and manufacturers.
There are various definitions of the term touchpoint. Academic literature understands touchpoints as an element to be managed as a part
of omni-channel management to achieve an
optimized customer experience across different channels (Verhoef, Kannan, & Inman, 2015).
More specifically, touchpoints must be integra-

ted in order to enable the seamless customer experience in an OSJ (Larke, Kilgour, & O‘Connor,
2018). Most definitions have in common that they
refer to different types of encounters between
a consumer and company or brand which leave
an impression on the customer (Esch & Knörle,
2016; Groissberger, 2019).
The OSJ Working Group defines touchpoints as
follows: Touchpoints are contact points, interaction points, and moments in which individuals
consciously or unconsciously get in touch with
other individuals, companies, brands, products,
or services, resulting in an impact on purchase
decisions and the overall impression of the
customer experience.

3.2 Touchpoints in Retailing and Manufacturing
Since touchpoints are directly experienced by
customers, they need to be managed based on
the customer’s viewpoint, as opposed to the
organizational structure. The development of
uncoordinated touchpoints that are determined by different isolated organizational silos
leaves an inconsistent customer experience concerning the brand and can thus not optimally
support a successful customer journey. If managed well, touchpoints can be perceived as a
common brand or company theme that clearly
communicates an added value. Hence, touchpoints should have a high thematic cohesion and
they need to be highly consistent. Touchpoints
should also be context-sensitive, i.e. fitting consumers’ respective shopping goals, situations,
or activities (Kuehnl, Jozic, & Homburg, 2019).
Examples of manufacturer touchpoints are advertisements, the products themselves before or
during consumption, but also the disposal of em-

pty product packages. This already shows that
these touchpoints usually originate from different organizational departments, such as marketing, production, or logistics. Likewise, retailer touchpoints are shopping trips to the store,
retailer advertisements, but also the perception
of a retailer’s truck in the street. In this context,
different departments such as store management, marketing, or logistics may be the originators of said touchpoints. However, a companywide touchpoint management is not sufficient
because the shopper journey involves both the
brand manufacturer and the retailer so that the
customer experience spans across both companies. Therefore, successful touchpoint management can best be achieved by close coordination and collaboration between manufacturer and
retailer. This is illustrated by an exemplary short
shopper journey (see Figure 5).
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3. At the point-of-sale,
s/he is looking for the
promoted product but
does not find it where s/he
expects it to be

P

P

ONLINE SHO

HO

ES

LIN

ON

SHOPPING LIST

%

1. A customer finds a
promoted product in the
retailer‘s online shop

5. The customer adds the
promoted product to his/
her shopping cart,
continues the purchase,
and checks out

4. S/he asks a salesperson
where s/he can find the
product, who then shows
it to him/her

SHOP

2. The customer adds the
product to the retailer‘s
shopping list app on his/
her mobile phone.

%

7. Finally, s/he
disposes of the
empty package

SHOP

6. The following day,
the consumer consumes
the product
SHOP

P

SHO

Figure 5: An example of touchpoints during a shopper journey

With this shopper journey, the first five touchpoints involve both the manufacturer and the retailer. Each company can influence the customer
experience with joint touchpoints. The promoted product being out of stock or an unfriendly
salesperson can result in the large disappointment of the customer, which could also affect
the experience with the manufacturer brand.
Similarly, an unfavorable consumption
experience of the product can affect
the shopping experience with the re-

Manufacturer

tailer.Hence, a successful management of touchpoints requires the identification touchpoints
that are individually managed as well as ones
that have to be coordinated and jointly managed
with channel partners. Figure 6 shows a small
selection of typical touchpoints in the FMCG
sector that occur for manufacturers, retailers,
and for manufacturers and retailers in conjunction. Especially the latter ones offer
multiple opportunities for collaborative management.

Advertising

Advertising

Retailer

Point of sale

Customer Service
Social media

Flyer

Online Store

Packages
Social media
Word-of-mouth
Product displays

Products

Sales promotion

Consumption
Store atmosphere
Sales advice
Word-of-mouth

Figure 6: Examples of individual and joint touchpoints
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TOUCHPOINTS

3.3 Classifications of Touchpoints
The large number of different touchpoints requires to classify them to better align them with business
and marketing goals. Within the OSJ, the following classifications are useful for a collaborative touchpoint management: phase in the shopper journey process, channel, creator, sentiment. Furthermore,
product categories can determine the occurrence and experience of a touchpoint.

3.3.1 Touchpoints by Shopper Journey Phases
Touchpoints can occur during all three phases of the customer journey, that is, before purchase
(pre-purchase phase), during the purchasing process (purchase phase), and after the purchase has
been completed (post-purchase). Here are some examples of touchpoints that can typically appear
during an a FMCG shopper journey:

PRE-PURCHASE
(touchpoints that occur prior to the purchase):

• Advertisements (TV commercial, flyer etc.)
• Product samplings
• Website

• Online shop
• Word-of-mouth (online, offline)

PURCHASE
(touchpoints that occur during the purchasing process):

• Product in the shelf
• In-store promotion
• In-store display

• Billboard in parking area
• Product information at point-of-sale (POS)

POST-PURCHASE
(touchpoints that occur after purchase):

• Opening of packaging
• Consumption
• Sensual impressions (smell etc.)

• Product recommendation to others
• Added benefits of the product
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3.3.2 Touchpoints by Channels
Internet and digital marketing offer a wide array of digital touchpoints, making a categorization
by channels is useful. A basic distinction can be made between offline and online touchpoints.
In addition, some touchpoints can involve more than one channel so that they can be characterized as
“omni-channel” touchpoints. Especially omni-channel touchpoints allow gaining shopper insights
in both directions, i.e., from online to offline and from offline to online. Here are some examples:

OFFLINE
(touchpoints that occur in traditional physical surroundings):

• Flyer
• POS display
• Packaging

• Personal conversation about a product
• Salesperson advice

ONLINE
(touchpoints that occur digitally, usually online on the Internet via computers or mobile phones):

• Online advertisement
• Promotion in an online store
• Online product information

• Conversation about a product on social media
• Online product recommendation

OMNI-CHANNEL
(touchpoints that involve more than one channel, e.g.
a physical and an online channel or two online channels combined):

• Accessing product information at the POS
via a QR code on the product packaging
• Product promotion on the shopper’s
mobile phone based on his/her stay at
a certain location

• Redeeming an online coupon
at the POS

• Posting a comment on a website‘s forum

Different channels particularly affect how
touchpoints and their impacts can be measured. Usually, online touchpoints leave electronic traces that are digitally recorded and
can be analyzed, whereas the consumer involvement with offline touchpoints can only
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• Uploading a selfie with a product
on Instagram which is an example for
the previous point

• Redeeming (offline or online)
coupons on the retailer‘s online shop

be recorded to a limited extent (e.g., by marketing research). Especially consumers who
grew up with Internet technology, so-called
digital natives, do not differentiate between
channels and expect a seamless consumer experience across offline and online channels.

TOUCHPOINTS

3.3.3 Touchpoints by Creator
Usually, companies create a large number of
touchpoints themselves. They also cooperate with other companies to disseminate them
among shoppers, for example with advertising
media. However, consumers and shoppers can
also create touchpoints. These are very difficult
to control, but from the customer’s viewpoint,
they can be very effective. Therefore, companies
are advised to distinguish touchpoints by the
respective creator in order to understand how
touchpoints become effective and how they can
be optimally managed.
For this purpose, a common categorization
from digital marketing literature and practice is useful. This categorization distinguishes
between paid, owned, and earned media
(Roberts & Zahay, 2013; Strauss & Frost, 2016).
This concept can be applied to touchpoints quite well. Paid touchpoints are created by placing
paid advertisements in different media. In this
case, the consumer perceives the touchpoint not
directly as coming from the company, but via the

medium in which the advertisement is posted.
This usually increases the reach of touchpoints.
In classic advertising, control of the touchpoint is
high; in digital advertising, the placement of advertisements depends on the media’s algorithms
which may limit control over what the touchpoint
looks like. Owned touchpoints are managed and
controlled by the respective company or companies (if done collaboratively). Control over such
touchpoints is usually high. The final category is
earned touchpoints. These touchpoints are entirely created by customers or other organizations
independently and without any compensation
by the marketer. Such touchpoints can be very
effective, as shoppers usually trust other customers to a larger extent than companies. On the
other hand, control over the touchpoints themselves is very limited, as companies cannot directly influence customers’ expressions concerning a product or company.
Here are some examples of FMCG-relevant
touchpoints in each category:

PAID
(touchpoints created by paid advertising on media):

• Advertising on classic media
• Native advertising (sponsored content
that looks like editorial content)
• Paid search (e.g. Google pay-per-click)

• Sponsored posts on social media
(including paid influencers)
• Product placement in movies

OWNED
(touchpoints created by the respective company):

• Product display at the POS
• Product packaging

• Information brochure
• Company website

• E-mail newsletter

EARNED
(touchpoints created by customers):

• Offline word-of-mouth (e.g., face-to-face
• Consumer reviews
conversation about a product or company)
• Provision of user-generated content
• Online word-of-mouth (e.g., likes or feedback
relevant for the product or company
on a product or company on social media)
(e.g., selfie with a product)
• Star ratings
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3.3.4 Touchpoints by Sentiment
Being part of the customer experience, touchpoints leave impressions the customer. Such
impressions are likely to be associated with
feelings and emotions. Sentiment denotes
whether these feelings are positive or negative. Although manufacturers and retailers
strive to trigger positive emotions by touch-

points, there is no guarantee for touchpoints
not to be perceived indifferently or even negatively. Therefore, we distinguish between positively perceived touchpoints (“Love Points”)
and negatively experienced touchpoints (“Pain
Points”) (Schüller, 2016). The following examples
illustrate this categorization:

POSITIVE TOUCHPOINTS
(Love Points):

• Pleasant sensory experiences
(e.g., refreshment, smell)
• Competent customer advice
• Consumption in a pleasing social setting
• Childhood memories
• Anticipation of positive consumption
experience

NEGATIVE TOUCHPOINTS
(Pain Points):

• Transaction abort of online purchase
• Inconvenience at consumption
(melting, crumbs etc.)
• Carrying heavy weight
• Desired or promoted product is out of stock
• Guilty conscience because of product
consumption (e.g., environmental impact,
calories)

Besides touchpoints that are closely related to purchase and consumption, all touchpoints can
turn out to be positive or negative, depending on their context (e.g. current mood, time pressure,
shopping companion, or other experiences of the customer).
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TOUCHPOINTS

3.3.5 Further Considerations
As already described in the beginning of this chapter, the unique characteristics of products and
services result in high differences of touchpoints and their attributes, experiences, as well as relevance
across product categories. The OSJ Working Group analyzed typical touchpoints for four selected
product categories and achieved the following exemplary findings:

•

Impulse items’ touchpoints dominate at the POS whereas online touchpoints
play a minor role.

•

Non-alcoholic beverages that are often purchased in an occasion-related manner
show a strong presence of touchpoints at the POS and in the out-of-home channel.

•

Cosmetics that are usually purchased deliberately comprise touchpoints in all phases
of the customer journey. Their number of touchpoints is much higher than for other
FMCG items and various types of word of mouth play a major role.

•

Necessary products such as detergents show many touchpoints originating from
classical advertising and during promotions.

This list is by far not exhaustive, but it demonstrates how important it is to know exactly how
product characteristics can trigger different touchpoints. Product categories also determine the
degree to which touchpoints can be collaboratively managed by manufacturers and retailers.
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PERSONAS

4.1 Definition and Basics
A persona is a useful tool in market segmentation
and branding. It supports companies to establish
“a more holistic and empathetic view of their customers” (Dion & Arnould, 2016, p. 123). Therefore,
a persona is “the ‘someone’ created within a marketing communications effort” (Dion & Arnould,
2016, p. 124).
Having been conceptualized already in ancient
times, personas as a tool have been developed
in information systems design in order to support
the development of hard- and software systems
that are appropriate for regular users. In this context, personas can help bridge the gap between
the system developer and the final user (Cooper,
2004). Later, this principle has been adopted in a
management-context where marketers use personas for a better understanding of and communication with their customer segments.

Heavy Loader

2. It represents a target customer
segment or a significant part thereof
3. It is described in detail with concrete
and relevant attributes such as visual
appearance, name, characteristics,
goals, needs, expectations, behavior,
habits etc.
4. It is based on real customer data

2019). It is important to understand that a persona is not a customer segment, but a tool to represent and better describe customer segments. In
other words, personas give the otherwise rather
anonymous customer segments a human face
that allows a higher degree of empathy. Figure 7
illustrates the relationship between customer
segments and personas. One customer segment
may be represented by one or more personas, depending on the homogeneity or heterogeneity of
the segment according to the key characteristics.

Quality Shopper

Organic Buyer

PERSONAS

ECR SHOPPER
SEGMENTS

A persona is a semi-fictional individual that represents a typical member of a company’s targeted
customer segment which is described in detail
by means of characteristics, needs, behaviors,
expectations, etc., based on real customer data.
A persona consists of four elements (Holzschuh,

1. It is an archetype, an imagined model
of an individual

Figure 7. Customer segments and personas
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4.2 Development of a Persona
To develop a meaningful persona, its key description elements need to be determined beforehand. For
this purpose, a persona template is a useful tool. The OSJ Working Group has devised a template that
contains information organized by five criteria (see Figure 8).
1. DEMOGRAPHICS &
BACKGROUND
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name
Photo/drawing
Age, generation
Gender
Residence
Profession, position
Social environment
(family, friends)
• Earnings

2. VALUES & GOALS
IN LIFE
•
•
•
•
•

Hobbies, interests, leisure time
Lifestyle, daily routine
Needs, expectations
Values, attitudes
Overarching goal in life

3. CHALLENGES, FEARS,
FRUSTRATIONS
• Challenges such as work-life
balance, lack of time, etc.
• Frustrating experiences such as
problems, trade-offs, disputes,
etc.
• General fears such as loss of
wealth, security, societal change
etc.
• Individual fears such as disease,
worries about children,
dependence, etc.
• Shopping-related challenges
and frustrations, such as food
safety, health, guilty, conscience,
complicatedness, inability to
afford a purchase, etc.

Figure 8. Persona template

The five criteria serve two purposes. First, they
help to specify customer segments by mapping
segmentation criteria with a persona’s attributes.
Second, they highlight a persona’s characteristics which are specifically useful for the development and design of appropriate touchpoints.
Demographics and background summarize classical socio-demographic attributes of the persona and can be complemented by a picture to
get a concrete understanding of the persona’s
general background. This criterion helps to illustrate typical socio-demographic segmentation criteria of a customer segment. Values and
goals in life address psychographic attributes
of the persona that help to better describe the
customer segments main interests, everyday life,
values, and goals. Such information is usually
necessary to derive important shopping- and/
or consumption-related features which can be
addressed by the marketing mix. The third category, challenges, fears and frustrations are
deemed relevant because such features help to
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4. PREFERRED CHANNELS &
INFLUENCING FACTORS
• What media does the persona use?
• What does the persona‘s social
profile look like?
• Where does the persona obtain
information from?
• How does s/he inform
himself/herself?
• Who is influencing him/her?
• How important are online/offline
channels?
• What information is important?

5. DECISION MAKING
• General decision behavior
• Purchasing behavior in general
and within the category
• Expectations/goals related to the
category, utility, problem solution
preferences
• Elevator pitch on preferred products
for shopping and consumption

identify potentials to solve problems and alleviate customer segments’ concerns. They also can
facilitate the identification and avoidance of pain
points. Preferred channels and influencing factors are another important category to develop
appropriate touchpoints. They are particularly
essential for a proper design of an omni-channel
environment. Finally, decision making covers a
persona’s features that are closest to shopping
behavior and purchase decision-making. Within
this category, the elevator pitch technique can
be applied to summarize a persona’s expectations on a preferred product and/or shopping
experience.
The following figures show two examples of
fictive personas the OSJ Working Group has developed. They illustrate how the description of
personas may look like. Personas are likely to
be influenced by the product category. Especially in the decision making criteria, the product
category and/or brand influence the persona’s
attributes.

PERSONAS

PERSONA:
“ANNA TIPTOP”

• 28 years old
• Lives in Graz
• Lives together
with her boyfriend
• Veterinarian
• Open-minded and
thrill-seeking
• Loves nature

• Likes to watch RTL and Puls 4
• Uses Facebook and Instagram
where she follows fashion
and lifestyle bloggers
• Reads “Woman” and similar
magazines online

• Wants to start
a family
• Wants to eventually run her own
veterinary practice

• Tension between perfectionism
and time
• Low tolerance for failures and
mediocre results

• Belongs to convenience and
result-oriented buyer group

• Little time for cleaning

• Expects perfect results
for laundry and household
• Purchases detergents from her
two favorite retail chains, with
proximity important to her
• Product pitch: Reliable
and comfortable detergent,
excellent wash result, intensive
distribution including supermarkets and drug stores
Figure 9. Persona example 1 (developed for
general-purpose detergent)
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PERSONA:
“MARIANNE”

• Informs herself via blogs
about child raising and
gardening
• Uses Facebook as the
only social medium
• Reads „Brigitte“ and
„Freundin“

• 40 years old
• Family with children and
two cats

• Considers the author
J. K. Rowling an
opinion leader

• Lives in a house in Zwettl

• Extrovert, creative &
active personality
• Conservative values
• Interest in traveling
and gardening

• Education in a tourism
college
• Working part-time in a
travel agency
• Gross household monthly
income is above 4.000 €

• Likes to try out new products
• Prefers one stop shopping
trips to complete bulk
purchase efficiently

• Strives for even
work-life balance

• Strong brand consciousness
and brand-affinity

• Wishes good
education for her
children
• Shopping is stressful
due to children
• Stressed by wish to
address divergent
interests of all family
members
• Time pressure is an
issue for shopping

• Carbonated beverages serve
to reward children
• Product pitch: strong brand,
distribution in large store
formats, taste variety, only
shopper, non-consumer of
carbonated beverages

Figure 10. Persona example 2 (developed for
carbonated beverage)

4.3 Working with Personas
Personas are designed to achieve better and
more concrete pictures of customer segments.
They are not replacing customer segments. Working with personas allows marketing managers to
describe large parts of customer segments in a
more illustrative and memorable way that is easy
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to communicate. The resemblance of personas
with real individuals may stimulate creativity and
new ideas on approaching customer segments or
finding new problem solutions for them. Several
issues need to be addressed when working with
personas (Holzschuh, 2019):

PERSONAS

•

They should be described on one, not more than two pages.

•

They should not be influenced by one‘s own characteristics and experiences,
but rather be data-driven.

•

They should represent typical customers, and even if a persona is created to represent
a desired target group, it should be realistic and not just fueled by one‘s wishful thinking.

•

There should not be too many personas. Based on GfK practice, up to seven
personas are sufficient.

•

They should not be too specifically defined as this makes the sub-segments
too small to be manageable. Most commonly, two to three personas are used.

•

Personas can be easily communicated and shared within one company,
but they are not suitable to be shared between companies
(e.g. between manufacturers and retailers).

Like any management tool, personas have advantages and disadvantages which are
summarized in the table below.

+

Advantages of using personas
• Allow an outside-in mindset on customer
segments
• Enable customer orientation
• Facilitate creativity through increased
empathy
• Provide a better understanding of
how customer needs can be addressed
• May increase efficiency of marketing
budgets

Disadvantages of using personas

–

• Are lacking representativeness
• Risk of wrong or unrealistic personas
• Risk of clichés or wishful thinking
• Potentially high cost of collecting
the necessary customer data
• Overly accurate descriptions of personas
make their represented sub-segments
unacceptably small

• Support an effective communication
with customers (increasing relevance,
personalization, engagement)

• Risk of missing important customer
segments that are not represented
by a persona

• Are better memorable than abstract
customer segments

• Risk of overestimating small or
underestimating large customer segments

• Help getting a shared view of
customer segments in different
organizational units

• Inability to use personas collaboratively
(e.g. by sharing between manufacturers
and retailers)

• Are better to communicate

Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of using personas in marketing (taken with supplements from Holzschuh, 2019)

Working with personas is most effective when
the entire organization has a common understanding of the chosen persona(s) across all departments and works with it/them on a regular
basis. The key is to put the persona’s needs and
behavior along the entire customer journey at the
core of all customer-related decisions, in product

development, marketing, sales, etc. Companies
that work successfully with personas also need to
ensure that the personas are constantly present
in the company, for example flyers or posters in
team and meeting rooms. It is a good sign when
you hear «does this fit with persona xy?» or «what
would persona yz say about that?»
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5.1 Basics and Issues to Consider
Key performance indicators (KPIs) are figures in business administration that measure and/
or calculate the progress or degree of fulfillment of important goals or critical success
factors within an organization. KPIs are based on data originating from various sources.
Three types of sources can be distinguished:

1st party data are collected by the company itself. Examples are data originating from
customer loyalty programs, sales histories, and behavioral data from visiting the website
or social media pages.
2nd party data are data obtained from other companies and therefore central in the
collaborative OSJ setting. Examples of this type are 1st party data from channel partners,
transaction data, and campaign data from adservers.
3rd party data are purchased from data providers such as market research companies.
Examples in this category are data about demographics, interests, purchasing behavior,
touchpoints, survey data, and data that providers have purchased themselves.

To develop an effective KPI system for a collaborative OSJ management, the following basic
conditions which need to be considered have been identified by the OSJ Working Group:

A clear focus on joint activities of retailers and manufacturers is required so
that KPIs relate to the respective business relationship. There are obviously many KPIs
that can be used by manufacturers and retailers individually for their brands and stores. This
guidebook only focuses on measurements that
reflect outcomes of joint omni shopper journeys

1

(see Figure 9). Therefore, the KPIs relate to the
respective retailer from the manufacturer’s, and
to the respective manufacturer from the retailer’s
point of view. For example, Retailer A measures the average turnover per shopping trip with
the brand X. Likewise, Manufacturer Y measures
the purchase frequency of the brand Y at the
retailer B.
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Dependence on the respective context
needs to be considered. The FMCG industry is characterized by a large diversity of different product categories, along
with their attributes that need to be taken into
consideration when deciding upon a KPI system.
The appropriateness and interpretation of KPIs
is particularly dependent on (a) the stage within
the product lifecycle (emergence, growth, maturity, decline), (b) the product category, (c) the
customer segment’s attributes (e.g., digital natives vs. digital immigrants), (d) the affected marketing activity, and (e) individual conditions of
the involved companies. For example, customer
retention has a different meaning for baby food
than when it comes to mineral water. A brand
focusing on elderly people may put a different
weight on KPIs associated with social media than
a brand that targets teenagers. Therefore, the recommended KPIs serve as a tool box from which
the appropriate KPIs for collaborative OSJ management have to be selected carefully.

2

KPIs are affecting different dimensions of the OSJ. Key dimensions are (a)
the phase within the customer journey
(pre-purchase, purchase, post-purchase), (b) the
interaction type, derived from touchpoint creators (paid, owned, earned), and (c) the companies’ joint marketing goals (omni-channel integration, customer relationship, monetary goals).
These dimensions are shown graphically in
Figure 12.

3

The OSJ Guidebook recommends joint
KPIs to measure the outcome of collaborative OSJ management. In this
context, KPI recommendations are situated at
different levels. Recommended KPIs are considered very useful for a successful OSJ management and constitute an ECR recommendation.
Furthermore, some KPIs are recommended on a
supplementary basis. Their appropriateness may
depend on the above-mentioned factors. Finally,
some KPIs are not recommended per se, but the
way they are being measured is recommended
so that they follow a standardized approach.

4
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KPIs
Retailer

KPIs
Manufacturer

KPIs Retailer and
Manufacturer

Figure 11. Individual and joint KPIs for measuring the OSJ

Finally, the appropriateness of KPIs
may also be driven by economic considerations. The OSJ Working Group suggests some modifications or simplifications of
KPIs from the literature for the sake of an easier
access to the necessary data. Additionally, each
company is advised to put the costs of obtaining
data for a KPI (especially if dedicated marketing
research is needed) into relation with the value
and benefit of it. There may also be differences in
the source, quality and quantity of available data
for retailers and manufacturers.
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Phase
Pre-purchase

Purchase

Post-purchase
Paid
Owned

Goals

Earned
Omni channel
integration

Customer
relationship

Monetary

Interaction type
Figure 12. Dimensions of the OSJ

5.2 Omni Shopper Journey KPIs
The OSJ Working Group recommends the following KPIs to measure the performance
of the OSJ management:

5.2.1 Conversion Rate
Conversion Rate is a widely used KPI in digital
marketing. It measures the share of purchases
among the total number of visits (e.g., on a website). The conversion rate can easily be measured in a digital environment since all steps are
documented electronically. Companies that run
mobile sites and/or apps can apply the conversion rate as well. The conversion rate is relevant

for the OSJ as it puts two different shopper
journey phases into a relationship by measuring the ratio between shoppers who experience a pre-purchase touchpoint on the website
and those who convert this touchpoint into an
online purchase. In the FMCG OSJ, a collaborative conversion rate measurement can take
place as follows:

Example of collaborative conversion rate measurement
Purchases of Brand X on retailer A’s online shop
All visits on retailer A’s online shop

This KPI contributes to a measurement of channel
integration and addresses the pre-purchase and
purchase phase in the OSJ altogether. Depending

on the context, it may involve owned and paid
elements as well as earned elements if social
media are involved.
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In an offline context conversion can be measured by a KPI called Buyer Closure Rate. This indicates
how successful a retailer is in converting its shoppers into buyers of a specific category or product.
An example of a joint measurement is as follows:

Example of buyer closure rate
Buyers of Brand X in retailer A
All customers of retailer A who buy Brand X at any retailer in the market

In order to quantify this in a monetary way as well, the KPI Value Potential Exploitation (in some
countries also referred to as Loyalty) is used. This is the proportion of total spend for a category or a
product that the retailer’s customers spend in its stores. Example of a joint measurement:

Example of value potential exploitation
Brand X spend in retailer A
The total Brand X spend made by the customers of retailer A at any retailer on the market

5.2.2 Research Online Purchase Offline (ROPO)
ROPO stands for “Research Online Purchase
Offline”. ROPO measures the conversion across different channels. Online channels encompass websites (including online shops),
mobile sites or apps, as well as social media
sites whereas offline channels are the physical retail and gastronomy outlets. Alternative terms are “Online-to-Store Conversion” or
“Webrooming”. The abbreviation can also apply to the opposite scenario “Research Offline
Purchase Online”, however this type of conversion still plays a minor role in the FMCG sec-

tor and should be referred to “Store-to-Online
Conversion” or “Showrooming” to avoid confusions (Jing, 2018; Mehra, Kumar, & Raju, 2018).
ROPO can be measured based on quantities
without identifying individual consumers as it
is based on the number of visits and the number of purchases. If consumers can be identified, individual parts of shopper journeys can
be recorded as well. Here is an example of a
joint ROPO measurement between retailer and
manufacturer:

Example of collaborative ROPO measurement
Purchases of Brand X in the retail chain A
The number of visits on Retailer A’s website/online shop
ROPO is a KPI which measures channel integration. Since it covers two phases of the shopper journey, it
informs about the pre-purchase and purchase phase in the OSJ altogether. Depending on the context,
it may involve owned and paid elements.
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5.2.3 Click-Through Rate (CTR)
The Click-Through Rate (often abbreviated as
CTR) is one of the most popular KPIs for digital channels. It refers to the share of clicks on
a banner or an online ad that directs visitors to
the respective marketer’s landing page in comparison to the total number of impressions of
the banner or ad. Unlike the conversion rate, the
click-through rate does not account for purchase
transactions, but solely relates to navigation to
the landing page. It is an indicator of how successful an ad is in raising visitors’ interest. The
higher the click-through rate, the better the ad is
at capturing interest and the more effective the

advertising expenses are being used. This KPI is
recommended to monitor the effectiveness of
joint online touchpoints such as paid advertisements on the respective channel partner’s page
or various promotional activities like online raffles where links or banners are posted. It is important to note that an increase of the click-through
rate may not cause an increase in turnover.
Hence, the applicability of the click-through rate
is contingent upon the setting of frequency or
awareness goals rather than financial goals. Here
is an illustrative example of a joint measurement
of the click-through rate:

Example of joint click-through rate
Clicks on Brand
bannerinon
Retailer
BrandX’s
X spend
retailer
A A’s website
Page made
impressions
brand X’sofbanner
website
The total Brand X spend
by the of
customers
retaileron
A A’s
at any
retailer on the market

The click-through rate is a KPI which measures an aspect of channel integration. It is purely associated with online channels. Since
the main objective behind the click-through
rate is increasing visitor traffic, it is situated in the pre-purchase phase of the shop-

per journey. The main category of touchpoints
associated with the click-through rate is paid, but
also owned (e.g., from social media presence to
the corporate website) or earned touchpoints
may be related to it.
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5.2.4 Penetration
Penetration, sometimes also referred to as “reach” in an online context, measures the coverage of
buyers within a customer segment. It can be distinguished into absolute and relative penetration.

• Absolute penetration denotes the general coverage of buyers. An example: How many percent of Austrians purchase Brand X?
• Relative penetration serves as a joint KPI as it measures the coverage of buyers within a
certain channel. An example: How many percent of category buyers from retail chain A
purchase Brand X?

Example of relative penetration
Number of buyers of Brand X in Retail chain A
The total number of category buyers in Retail chain A.

Penetration is a KPI that is based on actual purchasing behavior and therefore an indicator of the
purchase phase within the OSJ. It is usually associated mainly with owned and paid touchpoints.

5.2.5 Customer Lifetime Value (CLV)
The Customer Lifetime Value (CLV) is a holistic measurement of the value a single customer
means to a company. Originally, it is based upon
the idea of measuring the net present value of
future profit or cash flow from a customer over
his/her lifetime for the company (Roberts & Zahay, 2013; Swoboda, Foscht, & Schramm-Klein,
2018; Venkatesan & Kumar, 2004). The OSJ Working Group considers this KPI a powerful indicator of the shopper journey as it proposes a longterm view on customer retention and customer
relationship.
The original conceptualization of the CLV requires a comprehensive database including long-
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term data on individual customers or at least
identifiable customer segments as well as a
detailed cost accountings to measure the respective long-term expenses of marketing towards
these customers/customer groups. To avoid the
potentially high cost and effort to obtain this
data basis, the OSJ Working Group suggests
a simplified CLV measure that is sales- instead
of profit-based and can also be obtained from
panel data if customer identification (e.g. through
loyalty programs) is not available. In addition, the
recommended CLV is not a projection into the future, but an analysis of past purchasing behavior
among existing customers.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

The recommended CLV measurement therefore is the following:

•

In case of customer identification: Sales per customer over a rolling three-years-period,
separation into quartiles by value.

•

In case of missing customer identification: Average sales per customer over a rolling
three-years-period, separation into quartiles by value. The data source may originate
from panel data such as the GfK Consumer Panel (n = 4.000 households).

Example of joint CLV measurement
•

Sales per customer over a rolling three-years-period with Brand X in the retail chain A.

The CLV is a KPI which provides insights into
the customer relationship. It allows comparisons
between different customer groups and followup analyses such as the ABC analysis where
customers are classified by their contribution

to profit (Freter, 2008). Since it is a strong indicator of customer retention, it reflects upon the
post-purchase phase. Depending on the underlying marketing activities, owned and paid touchpoints are involved in particular.

5.2.6 Repeat Rate
Another KPI that measures the retention of
customers is the Repeat Rate (also known as
“Repurchase Rate”). This indicator denotes the
rate of repeated purchases within a certain time
period, e.g., a quarter. In other words, it describes the percentage of buyers who have made a

purchase of a certain product or brand at least
twice. It is calculated by dividing the number
of repeat buyers by the total number of buyers
within the chosen time period.

Example of joint repeat rate measurement
Number of repeat buyers of Brand X in Retail chain A
The total number of buyers of Brand X in Retail chain A

Like other KPIs that are measuring customer retention, the repeat rate is driven by actual purchasing
behavior and therefore focusing on the purchase and post-purchase phases. It is mainly associated
with owned and paid touchpoints.
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5.2.7 RFM Analysis
RFM analysis stands for analyzing the Recency, Frequency, and Monetary value. It allows to
investigate shoppers by their purchasing behavior without necessarily identifying individual
persons. It comprises three indicators that can

be extracted from databases (Strauss & Frost,
2016). Together, these indicators allow to group
customers by their retention. It is also possible to
conduct joint RFM analyses.

• Recency is the time elapsed since the latest purchase was made.
• Frequency is the purchase frequency within a certain time period, e.g. a quarter.
• Monetary value denotes the amount spent on purchases within a certain time period,
e.g., a quarter.

Example of joint RFM analyses
•

Recency of the purchase of Brand X at Retailer A.

•

Quarterly purchase frequency of Brand X at Retailer A.

•

Quarterly expenses for Brand X at Retailer A.

In conjunction with omni-shopper campaigns,
comparisons can be made between different products/brands and retailers. The RFM analysis also
helps to gain a clearer understanding of changes
in sales, e.g., whether a sales increase has occured
due to an increase of frequency or turnover.

Both RFM analysis and reach are KPIs that shed
light on the customer relationship. Measuring the
retention rate, they are both based on actual
purchasing behavior and therefore post-purchase
indicators within the OSJ. They are usually associated with mainly owned and paid touchpoints.

5.2.8 Net Promoter Score (NPS)
The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is an approach to
measure customer satisfaction. Unlike the previously mentioned KPIs, the empirical data to capture this KPI cannot be obtained from transactional data. Instead, it has to be measured on the
basis of primary data collection, e.g., in the form
of cross-sectional (ad hoc) or longitudinal marketing research in the form of consumer surveys.
The collection of this data for measuring the NPS
may therefore be associated with costs, depending on the circumstances under which such primary data collection takes place.
For this reason, the OSJ Working Group does
not provide a general recommendation to apply
the NPS. However, if a company decides to use
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it, the OSJ Working Group recommends the use
of a standardized data collection instrument, e.g.
as a separate question in a consumer satisfaction
survey.
The recommended measurement scale follows
the standard approach of NPS measurement
(Reichheld & Markey, 2011). It consists of one
standardized question which is formulated as
follows: “How likely would it be for you to recommend product XYZ to a friend or colleague?”.
The answer scale is an eleven-point Likert scale
from 0 representing “not likely at all” to 10 representing “extremely likely”. Based on the responses, customers can be assigned to one of three
groups, as shown in Figure 13.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Detractors

Passives

Promoters

Extremely likely

Not likely at all
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Figure 13. NPS Categorizations

Individuals who answer with 6 or lower are classified as detractors whereas respondents on a level
of 7 or 8 are classified as passives. The individuals with the two highest possible scores, 9 and 10, are
considered promoters. The percentages of promoters and detractors are used to make the following
NPS calculation:

Number of promoters
Total number of subjects

(in %)

The NPS can range from -100 to 100; the higher the value, the better. In a joint NPS measurement, a retailer can analyze the NPS in relation to
specific products among its own customers (e.g.,
“How likely would it be for you to recommend
Brand X to a friend or colleague?”) whereas a
manufacturer could refer to the NPS of the respective retail chain (e.g., “How likely would you

–

Number of detractors
Total number of subjects

(in %)

recommend to purchase our brand from Retailer
A to a friend or colleague?”). Like the aforementioned KPIs, the NPS is an indicator of customer
relationship. Being strongly associated with customer satisfaction, it specifically focuses on the
post-purchase phase. The NPS is able to measure
the effectiveness of all types of touchpoints, i.e.
paid, owned, and earned ones.

5.2.9 Social Media Metrics
An increasing availability of online channels combined with the possibility of seamless tracking of
consumers’ activities on websites and social media
has resulted in a large number of different KPIs to
measure customers’ engagement (Lee, Hosanagar, & Nair, 2018; Strauss & Frost, 2016). Examples
of engagement metrics are the number of shares, likes, recommendations, product ratings, etc.
Engagement metrics cover consumers’ interactions with digital touchpoints which turns them

into a relevant part of the shopper journey. Especially the pre-purchase and the post-purchase phase can be complemented by grasping consumers’
engagement on various digital media. An advantage of engagement KPIs is that they are readily available thanks to analytical tools offered by
social media. Therefore, they usually come with low
data collection costs. However, the OSJ Working
Group gives a limited recommendation as supplementary KPIs for two reasons:

1. Social media indicators should not distract from focusing on the potential of social media
to contribute to commercial performance. Engagement is not a purpose by itself. Without
clear evidence of a significant impact of engagement metrics on company goal-relevant
figures such as turnover or profit, engagement metrics are lacking a connection to
business goals (Sedlmayer-Gansinger & Schmidt, 2019).
2. In order to avoid setting inappropriate or even irrelevant marketing goals by overly
focussing on engagement, the use of engagement KPIs is suggested on the
level of additional but not recommended KPIs. Specifically, the OSJ Working Group
recommends the use ofengagement KPIs only at the level of secondary or tertiary priority
and/or related to single activities or campaigns so that there is a clear priority in case of a
goal tradeoff (e.g. profitability goal vs. social media expenses).
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Among the multitude of engagement metrics,
social media metrics are suggested to the extent
that their impact on monetary business goals
has been empirically demonstrated. Therefore,
their use should ultimately depend on the relationship between different types of engagement
and company profitability. Social Media Sen-

timent of user-generated content provides an
insight to what extent touchpoints on social media raise positive or negative responses, which
are directly visible to other users. It may require text mining tools to automate the collection
of data from written customer comments and
reviews.

Examples of joint social media sentiment measurement
• On Retailer A’s social media presence, how many percent of comments [on a post/
campaign etc.] about Brand X are positive, how many of them are negative?
(manufacturer view).
• On Brand X’s social media presence, how many percent of comments [on a post/
campaign etc.] about Retail Chain A are positive, how many of them are negative?
(retailer view).

5.2.10 Market Share
One of the most important KPIs in marketing
associated with economic performance is the
Market Share. This figure usually measures the
percentage of sales or volume of the own company/brand within the respective market such as

industry or category. Within the context of the
OSJ, the market share in relation to the respective channel partner is relevant, i.e., the total market is defined within the respective channel partner. Two examples illustrate this:

Examples of joint market share measurement
• Market share of Brand X in Retail Chain A (manufacturer view)
• Market share of Retail Chain A in Brand X (retailer view)

The market share is related to the purchase phase in offline and online channels. As a monetary KPI it
results from past paid, owned, and earned touchpoints.

5.2.11 Shopper Traffic
The Shopper Traffic measures the number of
purchases in a certain retail chain within a certain
time period. It is related to similar KPIs that consider purchase frequency such as average shopping frequency. The particular insight this KPI
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can offer in the OSJ context is the specific view
on the involved brand instead of the category
level. Therefore, the shopper traffic within the
OSJ context is defined as follows:
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Examples of joint shopper traffic measurement
• Monthly number of purchases of Brand X in retail chain A.

The shopper traffic is associated with the purchase phase, but can be influenced by post-purchase if
repeated purchases increase the shopper traffic. Like other economically relevant KPIs, the shopper
traffic can result from all different kinds of touchpoints, especially owned and paid ones.

5.2.12 Return on Investment
The Return on Investment (ROI) is one of the
key indicators that must not be missed within
any controlling context. The valuable insight
the ROI provides about the financial success of
a company or brand comes with a frequently
occurring difficulty in assessing the causes of
the ultimately achieved ROI. However, due to its
flexibility, the ROI can be applied to specific relevant activities or resources so that the economic impacts of various marketing activities can
be monitored. When it comes to the ROI, it is

crucial to define its scope at the beginning.
For example, a specific campaign may require a
certain monetary investment which can be put
into a relation with the increased sales figures
resulting from the campaign. Within the OSJ
context, the ROI is recommended in order to
evaluate joint touchpoints series of touchpoints
as they may appear in a campaign. This way, the
ROI allows companies to constantly monitor the
profitability of various marketing measures or
touchpoints.

Measurement of the ROI
Return on sales x capital turnover =

profit
total capital invested

Like for the other KPIs, it is recommended to consider a joint KPI. Hence, the recommended ROI use
for the OSJ considers (1) a specific brand, (2) a specific retail chain, and (3) a specific context for
which profit, sales, and costs can be measured.

Examples of potential OSJ ROI measurement
• Return on sales achieved with Brand X in Retail Chain A during promotion Z x capital
turnover of Brand X in Retail Chain A during promotion Z (retailer and manufacturer view).
Profit achieved with Brand X in Retail Chain A during promotion Z
total investment in promotion Z

(retailer and
manufacturer view)
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The specific context of the ROI measurement
should be jointly agreed upon and may include
joint marketing measures such as price-off promotions for brands, displays, special placements,
in-store billboards, flyers etc.
The ROI originates from purchases and therefore

stresses the purchase phase of the shopper
journey. It is associated with offline and online
channels and like the market share results from
previous touchpoints that, depending on the
respective context, may fall in any of the categories of paid, owned, or earned.

5.2.13 Spend per Trip
The spend per trip indicates the overall amount
spent by a shopper during a shopping trip. If it
is multiplied by the number of shopping trips per
time period, the sales per time period can be calculated. The average receipt amount can be calculated from POS checkout data, but also by dividing
sales by the number of sales receipts and therefore
shopping trips. The average receipt amount yields

interesting insights if changes are monitored. For
example, an increase can be triggered by an increase of the average quantity (e.g. increase of basket
size), of the average price of purchased items, but
also an increase of shopping frequency or number
of shoppers. Likewise, instead of the monetary
value, the quantities can be measured by referring
to the average basket size.

Examples of joint spend per trip measurement
•

Average amount spent in a shopping trip on Brand X in Retail Chain A
(retailer and manufacturer view)

•

Average number of items of Brand X purchased in a shopping trip in Retail Chain A
(retailer and manufacturer view)

The spend per trip is a KPI which directly originates from actual purchases and therefore reflects upon the purchase phase. However, since
it may include repeat purchases within the same
time period, it is also associated with the post-
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purchase phase. It may be applied to offline and
online channels and is, depending on the respectively implemented marketing mix, influenced
by paid, owned, or, possibly to a lower extent,
earned touchpoints.

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

5.3 Summary of Omni Shopper KPIs
The table below summarizes the OSJ KPIs that are recommended by the OSJ Working Group.

CALCULATION

KPI

(A slash denotes a division)

EXAMPLE OF JOINT KPI

Recommended by the OSJ Working Group
Purchases online / Visits online

Purchases of Brand X on retailer A’s
online shop divided by all visits on
retailer A’s online shop

Buyer Closure Rate

Percentage of shoppers a retailer
managed to convert to buyers
of a product

Buyers of Brand X in retailer A divided
by all customers of retailer A who buy
Brand X at any retailer in the market

Value Potential
Exploitation (VPE)

Proportion of total spend for a
product that the retailer’s customers
spend in his stores.

Brand X spend in retailer A divided by
the total Brand X spend made by the
customers of retailer A at any retailer on
the market

Research online purchase
offline (ROPO)

Purchases offline/ Visits online

Purchases of Brand X in the retail chain
A divided by the number of visits on
Brand X’s website

Click-through rate (CTR)

Clicks on a banner or ad / Number of
impressions of the banner or ad

Share of clicks on Retailer A’s banner on
Brand X’s website in page impressions
of A’s banner on X’s website

Penetration (relative)

Number of buyers of a certain brand
within a channel / Number of all category buyers within the channel

Percentage of category buyers from Retail Chain A who purchase Brand X

Customer Lifetime Value
(CLV)

(Average) sales per customer over
a rolling three-year-period

Sales per customer over a rolling
three-year-period with Brand X in the
Retail chain A

Repeat rate

Rebuyers in store / Buyers in store

Share of repeat buyers of Brand X in
Retail Chain A in the total number of
buyers in Retail Chain A

Recency
(part of RFM analysis)

Time elapsed since latest purchase
was made

Recency of the purchase of Brand X
at Retailer A

Frequency
(part of RFM analysis)

Purchase frequency within a certain
time period, e.g., a quarter

Quarterly purchase frequency of
Brand X at Retailer A

Monetary value
(part of RFM analysis)

Amount of money spent on purchases within a certain time period

Quarterly expenses for Brand X at
Retailer A

Market share

Sales (or volume) of own company or
brand / Sales (or volume) of the total
market

Market share of Brand X in
Retail Chain A

Shopper Traffic

Number of purchases in a retail channel within a certain time period

Monthly number of purchases of Brand
X in Retail Chain A

Profit / Total capital invested

Profit achieved with Brand X in Retail
Chain A during campaign Z divided by
total investment in campaign Z

Sales / Number of trips within a
certain time period

Average amount spent in a shopping trip
on Brand X in Retail Chain A

Conversion rate

Return on investment
(ROI)
Spend per trip

Supplementary KPI (standardized measurement recommended by the OSJ Working Group)
Net Promoter Score
(NPS)

Promoters in percent – detractors in
percent according to an 11-point scale
to the question “How likely would it
be for you to recommend product
XYZ to a friend or colleague?”.

Difference between promotors and
detractors according to the question
“How likely would it be for you to
recommend to purchase our brand from
Retailer A to a friend or colleague?”

Supplementary KPI (suggested by OSJ Working Group)
Social media sentiment

Share of positive and negative user
responses on a social medium / All
users on the social medium

Percentage of comments [on a post/
campaign etc.] about Brand X that are
positive/negative on Retailer A’s social
media presence
Table 2. Summary of OSJ KPIs
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6.1 Background
The collaborative management of the shopper journey has been systematically elaborated
by ECR in its Consumer and Shopper Journey
(C&SJ) framework (ECR Europe et al., 2011). This
framework describes the process and necessary
components for retailers and manufacturers to
obtain an understanding of the customers’ needs
and their behavior and apply it in collaborative
strategies to enhance the value proposition for
targeted customer segments.
The framework provides a solid background for a
collaborative OSJ management process between

Component 1
Insight Models
Model 1:
Segmentation
Model 2:

retailers and manufacturers in the FMCG sector.
It consists of three components: First, insight
models describe how companies can gain customer insights by means of segmentation and
the six phases of the shopper journey. Second,
the collaborative process establishes a joint understanding of the scope and goals of the collaboration on a strategic level. Third, the business
planning guide and toolkit provides guidelines for
implementation and putting the strategic goals
into action. The C&SJ framework is shown in
Figure 14.

Component 3
Planning Guide

Component 2
Process

(not included here)

Step 1:
Strategic Context

Step 2:
Strategic Alignment

Consumer &
Shopper Journey
Insights

Shopper
Marketing

Category
Management

JAG

Step 3:
Business Planning

Figure 14. The consumer and shopper journey framework (ECR Europe et al., 2011, p. 19)

The OSJ Guidebook proposes an ECR process
for collaborative management of the OSJ on a
strategic level. It s intended to support a strategic alignment between retailers and manufacturers by suggesting important decision areas and
questions. The OSJ Guidebook offers an adapted
process model for getting started with a joint OSJ
management. It is based on the first two components of the ECR C&SJ framework, i.e., the insights model and the collaborative process, and
includes adaptations that are necessary within
the specific omni-channel perspective by empha-

sizing the role of jointly managed touchpoints as
major elements in the OSJ. The third component,
the planning guide, is not discussed as it relates
to detailed operational steps and goes beyond
the scope of the OSJ Guidebook. It also provides
recommendations on when and how to implement the key elements of the OSJ management
that have been discussed in the previous sections.
As a result, the following specific conditions are
considered:
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•

Omni-channel integration

•

Management of touchpoints

•

Definition and application of joint KPIs

•

Practicability for the FMCG business and collaborations between
retailers and manufacturers

The steps described below are recommended to
set up a new collaborative OSJ management process between retailers and manufacturers. Companies that have already implemented a C&SJ
process can add the recommended supplemen-

tary questions to develop a more comprehensive
OSJ management. Therefore, the following recommendations both allow companies to establish a complete strategic process or adapt an
existing collaborative practice.

6.2 Insight Models on Segmentation and the Shopper Journey
The OSJ process starts with the segmentation of
the shopper groups. In a first step, this is done individually and separately by retailers and manufacturers, respectively. For this purpose, the use
of personas can help specify the individual customer segments. Here, typical segmentation criteria may vary between the supply chain members.
For retailers, shopper insights such as scanner
data, payment data, or loyalty program data can
be used as channel usage insights. Furthermore,
retailers can refer to shopping time, categories,
use of promotions, store loyalty, or brand loyalty.
Manufacturers may apply segmentation approa-

Retailer Contribution
• Store-level consumer
POS data
• Store-level coupon
redemption rates
• Store-level inventory
information

ches based on surveys and include psychographic
criteria like lifestyle, expectations, motivations, information needs, or product use. For a joint OSJ
management, it is necessary that retailers and
manufacturers agree on mutual data sharing to
exchange necessary shopper insights.
In Figure 15, some examples of data that retailers and manufacturers can share to obtain joint
insights on the OSJ are shown. Besides an agreement on the data itself, technical issues such as
technology infrastructure, standards, applications,
and/or collaborative handling of data repositories
need to be clarified as well.

Technology
structure
n
I fra
Standards

plications
Ap

Data
Repositories

Manufacturer Contribution
• Sales force information
• New product idea
generation
• New product testing
information
• Demand forecasting

• Store-level sales forecasts

• Inventory information

• Store-level pricing

• Order fulﬁllment and
distribution information

• Syndicated data

• Consumer segmentation
• Syndicated data

Consumer Contribution
• Purchase history
• Consumption patterns
• Preferences
• Promotional behaviour
• Channel usage
• Syndicated data
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Figure 15. Data sharing between retailer
and manufacturer to gain OSJ insights
(ECR Europe, 2003, p. 41)
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To manage the OSJ jointly, retailers and manufacturers can use a common shopper segmentation, as per the ECR Shopper Types developed in 2013. If different segmentations are used, shopper
segments must be aligned as discribed in the ECR C&SJ framework. An example is shown in Figure 16,
where correlations between retailers’ need-based segments and manufacturers’ survey-based
segments are shown with index values (in the example, an index higher than 100 denotes a strong
correlation between a retailer’s and a manufacturer’s segment).
data based needs segmentation (retailer)
premium

healthy eaters

convenience

traditional

budget

baby families

beautyoriented

survey based
Manufacturer
segmentation
(e.g. oral care)

index 145
healthoriented
index 170
familyoriented
index 115

index 120

Figure 16: Example showing the matching of customer segments between retailers and manufacturers (ECR Europe et al., 2011, p. 27)

Besides the segmentation approaches shown
in the C&SJ framework, an additional view that
may play a major role in the OSJ is the selection
of communication and purchase channels, especially the choice of using online or offline channels, or both. In addition to the actual channels,
channel switching behavior may be relevant.
The behavior related to offline and online channels may be associated with other segmentation criteria, e.g. the separation of digital natives

(individuals who have grown up with Internet
technologies) and digital immigrants (individuals who were born before the Internet became
wide-spread and therefore grew up without being
surrounded by the Internet and digital marketing
activities). Furthermore, criteria such as Internet
usage frequency, average Internet usage duration, social media usage and use of mobile devices
may act as useful segmentation criteria within the
OSJ context.

Retailers and manufacturers are recommended to add the following questions and
gauge their relevance for the respective retail chain and brand in OSJ mangament:
•

Which offline and online communication/information collection channels
are used by the segment?

•

Does the segment make purchases online and/or with mobile devices?

•

What makes the segment switch between different online and offline channels?

•

How technologically attuned is the segment?

•

How often and/or how long does the segment use the Internet on average?

•

For what purposes does the segment use the Internet?
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•

What does the social media usage behavior of the segment look like?

•

What role do different devices (especially computers versus mobile phones) play?

Based on the joint segmentation, the next step is gaining an understanding of the OSJ and the
important questions that arise along this journey. ECR identifed six key steps in the C&SJ that is also
applicable for the OSJ (see Figure 17).

Consumer & Shopper Journey
Who …
… are the consumers/
shoppers

How ...
... Post purchase evaluation

Consumers /
Shoppers are
consuming

1

Why ...
... Consumption
What are reasons, triggers,
motivations, and aspirations
that cause the start of a
shopper journey?

What makes the shopper behave as
s/he does in the shopper journey?
How does s/he evaluate the purchase
and/or consumption experience?

6

Consumers/
Shoppers evaluate
the purchase decision

What ...
... Purchase behavior
What is the actual choice
in the purchasing process?

5

Consumers /
Shoppers are
inﬂuenced

3

Consumers /
Shoppers create
a Shopping Mission
Which …
… Shopping mission

Shoppers make
a purchase

4

Shoppers make a
Channel and
Banner Choice

Where ...
… are shoppers buying

Figure 17. The six steps of the C&SJ (ECR Europe et al., 2011, p. 16)
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2

What does the shopping
mission look like? What are
characteristics of the shopper
journey (e.g., frequency,
channel/place, purpose)?
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Along with the specific questions that help to
describe their characteristics, the phases of the
shopper journey provide a structured framework
for the management of touchpoints (see below).

In a collaborative OSJ management, touchpoints
should be developed and offered to shoppers in
each phase, in a way that shoppers needs are optimally met.

Specific questions that should be considered jointly between retailers and
manufacturers in order to address the OSJ are the following:
•

What is the influence of different online and offline communication and/or purchase
channels on the OSJ?

•

What is the specific impact of key touchpoints on the OSJ?

•

How strong is the influence of the retailer and the manufacturer, respectively, on the OSJ?

•

To what extent does the shopper associate a joint touchpoint with the retailer and/or
the manufacturer and why?

6.3 The Collaborative Business Process
in Omni Shopper Journey Management
After the necessary insights have been obtained
from POS or survey data and shared between
retailers and manufacturers, the actual management of the OSJ needs to be put in place. The
ECR C&SJ framework suggests three essential steps that are applicable in a modified way
for managing the OSJ: (1) strategic context, (2)

strategic alignment, and (3) business planning.
For this purpose, the use of personas can help
specify the individual customer segments. In
each step, the previously discussed touchpoints,
personas, and collaborative KPIs of the OSJ are
handled, shown in Figure 18.

Component 2
Business Process

Role of touchpoints, personas, and joint KPIs in each step

Step 1:
Strategic Context

Deﬁnition of individual touchpoints by retailers and manufacturers
Individual personas of retailers and manufacturers

Step 2:

Deﬁnition of joint touchpoints
Deﬁnition of joint KPIs

Strategic Alignment

Step 3:

Collaborative management of touchpoints
Application of collaborative KPIs

Business Planning

Figure 18. Touchpoints, personas, and joint KPIs in the OSJ collaborative business process
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6.3.1 Strategic context
In this stage, the collaborative OSJ process is
prepared. Retailers and manufacturers set their
internal direction independently to ensure that all
following collaborative steps are in line with their
individual business goals. This includes the identification of relevant individual touchpoints. Next,
each company selects the customer segments
which should be targeted in the collaborative pro-

cess. Personas serve as a useful tool for this purpose. Finally, each company decides individually on
criteria for selecting appropriate channel partners
among manufacturers and retailers, respectively.
Companies that are already engaged in collaborative shopper marketing activities may not need
to undergo these steps but should revise their
decisions regularly.

For this stage, ECR recommends the following important questions for retailers (Table 4) and manufacturers (Table 5) which are supplemented by further questions recommended to specifically address
the OSJ.

?

Retailer questions (recommended in the C&SJ framework)

•

Who are my most valuable shoppers and why?

•

Where do they shop and why?

•

How can I meet the expectations of these shoppers in a better way?

•

What are their consumer needs and aspirations?

•

What are the opportunities to improve my position in my target segments
against my competition?

•

Who can help me build a superior value proposition in order for me to win?

?

+
Additional questions addressing the OSJ

•

What does shoppers offline and online media usage behavior look like?

•

What role do offline and online purchase channels play?

•

What does the shoppers‘ channel switching behavior during the OSJ look like?

•

To what extent do shoppers expect a seamless omni-channel integration?

•

How can manufacturer brands support me in improving my position against competition?

•

How do shoppers themselves influence others by earned touchpoints
(e.g. through social media)?

•

To what extent does the shopper behavior on my online shop influence sales of
the same brand at the POS?

Table 4: Important retailer questions for the OSJ strategic context. (Source: taken with supplements from ECR Europe et al., 2011).
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?

Manufacturer questions (recommended in the C&SJ framework)

•

Who are my most valuable consumers and shoppers?

•

How can my brand proposition be superior in delivering my target consumers’ and
shoppers’ satisfaction?

•

Where do my most valuable consumers and shoppers shop?

•

Which retailers get most preference in shopping trips and spending
by my most valuable consumers, and during which shopping trips?

•

Where will my initiatives deliver the highest impact with my most valuable
consumers and shoppers?

?

+
Additional questions addressing the OSJ

•

What does shoppers offline and online media use behavior look like?

•

What role do offline and online purchase channels play?

•

What does the shoppers channel switching behavior during the OSJ look like?

•

To what extent do shoppers expect a seamless omni-channel integration?

•

How can retailers support me in improving my position against competition?

•

How do shoppers themselves influence others by earned touchpoints
(e.g. through social media)?

•

Can online shopper behavior insights be translated to the offline business for
my target group at the retailer? If so, how?

Table 5: Important manufacturer questions for the OSJ strategic context (Source: taken with supplements from ECR Europe et al., 2011).

The outcome of this step is shown in Table 6 along with some illustrative examples.

Outcome

Example

Internal alignment within each company
on how collaborative OSJ management
will be in line with business goals and
strategies

Retailer: OSJ management should support our goal to increase
customer loyalty in retail chain A
Manufacturer: OSJ management should support our goal to
increase the market share of brand X

Selection of appropriate
channel partners

Application of selection criteria: e.g., past ECR collaborations
Retailer: Manufacturers X and Y
Manufacturer: Retailers A, B, and C

Mutual agreement between channel
partners to start a collaborative OSJ
management

General agreement to launch an OSJ management pilot project
between Retailer A and Manufacturer X

Table 6. Outcomes of strategic context (ECR Europe et al., 2011) with examples
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6.3.2 Strategic alignment
After defining the strategic context, retailers and manufacturers have to align their individual
decisions by carrying out the following steps:
•

Aligning shopper targets to decide which joint customer segments should be targeted
collaboratively in the OSJ management.

•

Merging C&SJ insights to identify synergies by sharing complementary
customer data and defining the way these data will be shared.

•

Setting high level shopper strategies to obtain strategic orientation for
the upcoming collaborative steps.

•

Defining joint touchpoints and joint KPIs

To achieve a joint understanding for strategic aligmnent, the following questions are
recommended (see Table 7).

?

Shared Strategic Alignment Questions
(recommended in the C&SJ framework)

•

What are our aligned consumer and shopper targets?

•

What are the Shopper Journeys we want to achieve our chosen targets with
(shopping missions, channels/store format etc.)?

•

What are the growth opportunities identified by the C&SJ framework that we want to
focus on together and what are they worth – what is the “size of the prize”?

•

What strategies will ensure our mutual strengths deliver maximum impact along
the consumer and shopper journey?

?

+
Additional questions addressing the OSJ

•

What are potentials of jointly managed touchpoints?

•

Who takes the lead in jointly managed touchpoints?

•

What joint KPIs do we agree upon? How can we measure them?

•

What customer data can and do we want to share? How much may data sharing cost us?

Table 7. Questions concerned with a shared strategic alignment (Source: taken with supplements from ECR Europe et al., 2011)
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The outcome of this phase is a joint understanding in the are, as is shown in Table 8 along with some
illustrative examples.

Outcome

Example

Selection and agreement in regard to the target
shopper segment, or segments

Digital natives aged up to 25 years

The desired behavior change within this segment,
or segments

Increase purchase frequency of Brand X in Retail
Chain A

The overall strategy to be used to activate this
behavior change

Accompany the digital natives with joint online
touchpoints throughout the shopper journey

The expected improvements in business results
from activating this change in behavior

Retailer: Increasing monthly turnover of
Brand X by x %
Manufacturer: Increasing market share of
Brand X within the category by y %.

Facilitators of a joint OSJ management

Joint KPIs: shopper traffic, market share,
ROI of campaign

Table 8. Outcomes of the strategic alignment step (ECR Europe et al., 2011 and illustrative examples)

6.3.3 Business planning
The final step in the collaborative business process is business planning. In this step, the detailed planning for the implementation of the strategic alignment is made. The first activity in this phase is identifying the scope of the plan where the following questions should be addressed jointly (see Table 9):

?

Shared questions to identify the scope of the plan with
(recommended in the C&SJ framework)

•

Which opportunities will the focus be placed on and why?

•

Which consumer and shopper insights will be leveraged the most
to get the desired results?

•

Should the plan cover both out-of-store and in-store touch points?

•

What social media communication vehicles should be considered or excluded?

•

Which tactical elements will be emphasized?
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?

+
Additional questions addressing the OSJ

•

Which concrete touchpoints have to be planned and designed jointly?

•

Who is responsible for which touchpoints?
... for content and design of touchpoints

... for the
financial
sideof business planning (Source: taken with supplements from (ECR Europe et al., 2011))
Table 9. Questions
to identify
the scope
•

How should touchpoints be handled that channel partners manage together
with competitors?

•

What customer data do we need to share?

•

What technical support is needed for sharing data?

•

How do costs of data retrieval, analysis, and sharing have to be handled?

Table 9. Questions to identify the scope of business planning (Source: taken with supplements from ECR Europe et al., 2011)

After clarifying these questions, the retailer and
manufacturer can develop the value propositions
for the selected customer segments and elaborate the tactical plans. In this respect, other established ECR collaboration models can come into
place (e.g. Category Management, master data

management etc.). Following this step is the implementation plan. The defined KPIs are applied
in order to conduct the joint performance evaluation and gain insights for future improvements.
Hence, the outcome of this phase are the following achievements:

• Value propositions offered to the targeted consumer segments
• Deployment of programs
• Implementation plan, including collaborative management of touchpoints
• Application of joint KPIs

Like in many successful ECR processes, the first step of starting a collaborative OSJ management is a
pilot project. This allows the involved retailer and manufacturer to gain valuable experiences that can
be widened to a broader scope in the long run.
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CONCLUSION

The collaborative management of the OSJ is an
answer to the dynamically changing customer
experiences and expectations. It is driven by a
holistic understanding of the customer’s experience throughout all phases of the shopper journey that is largely influenced by digital channels
nowadays. More than ever, only a joint management of the OSJ enables retailers and manufacturers to respond to this evolving customer behavior. This turns OSJ management into a core
ECR issue, the reason why the ECR OSJ Working
Group has elaborated the recommendations presented in this guidebook.
The OSJ Guidebook summarizes the possibilities for responsible managers in retailing and
manufacturing when jointly managing the OSJ.
Touchpoints influence the shoppers’ experiences
throughout their journeys. If these are perceived
as rewarding, shopper retention will increase for
retailers and manufacturers alike. Personas can
help companies to make their customer segments more realistic and human, making it is
easier to communicate with them and develop
products, services, and shopping experiences
that excite shoppers. Joint KPIs link the collaborative OSJ management with the underlying
business goals. They have to be carefully selected from the array recommended KPIs in order to
be appropriate for individual OJS collaborations.
This way, they can ensure that performance objectives are met and corrective action can be
taken in due time. Finally, the OSJ management
process serves as a blueprint for retailers and
manufacturers to turn OSJ management plans
into action together.

ber of changes that may require them to do their
business in different ways. Demographic changes can influence the number and kinds of customer segments. The number of digital natives
will naturally increase over time. At the same
time, new technologies such as Augmented Reality, the Internet of Things, Voice Recognition,
or Blockchain technology, to mention only a few,
are becoming a reality and will increasingly influence future shopping behavior in the FMCG
sector. Global developments such as climate
change, scientific progress, political changes, or
migration find their ways into shopper behavior,
customer segments, and shopper journeys. Companies’ concerns about these developments can
be observed at many events, including the annual ECR Austria Days.
The OSJ is no panacea that is able to solve all
these complex challenges, but it presents a
powerful tool for gaining an appropriate view
on the interactions between shoppers, retailers, and manufacturers. Shopper journeys have
existed since people have been purchasing and
consuming products. So they will persist in
future environments. Therefore, by recommending concrete practices for accompanying
shoppers along their journeys, the OSJ
Guidebook offers versatile management tools
that will help retailers and manufacturers take
relevant managerial action in line with the OSJ.
In whichever environment, retailers and manufacturers should interact with their customer
segments in a way that is customer-centric,
dynamic, collaborative, and omni-channel-oriented. Briefly speaking, this means implementing
the ECR philosophy in OSJ management.

The idea of the OSJ itself is subject to constant
change. A multitude of long-term developments
and megatrends make future developments of
customer behavior difficult to predict. Retailers
and manufacturers will have to consider a num-
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Buyer closure rate: A KPI which measures the share of buyers who buy the product in
the store that is analyzed, compared to buyers who buy the product anywhere.
Click-through rate: A KPI which measures the percentage of individuals viewing a web
page who click on a specific advertisement or banner that appears on said page.
Consumer and Shopper Journey (C&SJ) framework: A process model developed by
ECR to provide the foundation for integrated consumer and shopper-focused
decision-making in the era of shopper marketing
Conversion rate: A KPI which measures the share of online purchases among the total
number of visits, e.g., on a website
Customer lifetime value (CLV): A KPI which measures the total net profit a customer
contributes to a company in the long run. Within the OSJ context, the CLV
refers to the total sales per customer over a rolling three-year-period.
Customer relationship: An ongoing connection between a company and its customers
that aims at a long-term relationship, including marketing communications,
customer services, sales support, and technical assistance.
Data sharing: The exchange of electronic data between organizations such as retailers
and manufacturers to support the pursuit of collaborative goals, an alternative
term is information sharing.
Digital immigrant: An individual who has not grown up during the age of digital
technology and therefore had to familiarize himself/herself with computers
and the Internet as an adult
Digital native: An individual who has grown up during the age of digital technology
and has therefore been familiar with computers and the Internet from the
beginning
Earned touchpoint: A touchpoint that is created by an individual, organization that is
independent of the respective marketer without any compensation.
Engagement: Internet users’ connection or collaboration with brands or companies, or
other users that involves an emotional and/or intellectual connection. Social
media offer various tools to enable engagement, such as sharing, liking,
recommending, or commenting on contents.
Fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG): Goods with a fast turnover that are frequently
purchased by consumers in the absence of extensive information collection.
This includes essential goods such as food, toiletries, or tobacco products.
Key performance indicator (KPI): Figures in business administration that measure
and/ or calculate the progress or degree of fulfillment of important goals or
critical success factors within an organization.
Love point: Touchpoint that evokes a positive experience with the shopper
Manufacturer touchpoint: A touchpoint that is typically created by a manufacturer
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Market share: A company’s or brand’s sales (or quantity) as percentage of the industry’s
or category’s total sales (or quantity) within a certain time period.
Multi-channel business: Direct selling to shoppers via an online channel with the
simultaneous use of two or more distribution channels. The channels and the
background systems are managed in a separate way.
Net promoter score (NPS): KPI which measures the relation between promotors,
passives, and detractors on the basis of an 11-point answer scale in order to
answer the question “How likely would it be for you to recommend product
XYZ to a friend or colleague?”
Omni-channel business: The synergetic planning, governing, and controlling of
the numerous available distribution channels and touchpoints with the goal to
optimize the customer experience and corporate success across different
distribution channels and process steps
Omni shopper journey (OSJ): The mapping of the behavior and decisions of a group
of shoppers, from consumption through to purchase and post-purchase in
a seamlessly integrated omni-channel environment offered jointly by retailers
and manufacturers
Omni shopper journey management (OSJ management): The collaborative
management of the omni shopper journey carried out jointly by the retailer
and manufacturer
Owned touchpoint: A touchpoint that is managed and controlled by the retailer
or manufacturer, or both (if done collaboratively).
Paid touchpoint: A touchpoint that is created by placing paid advertisements
or other types of paid communication in different media.
Pain point: Touchpoint that evokes a negative experience of the shopper.
Penetration: A KPI which measures the coverage of buyers within a customer segment.
Absolute reach means the share of buyers within a customer segment.
Relative reach means the share of buyers within a certain channel.
Persona: A semi-fictional individual that represents a typical member of a company’s
targeted customer segment which is described in detail by key characteristics,
needs, behaviors, expectations etc. based on real customer data.
Post-purchase phase: The stages of a shopper journey that are following the purchase
of a product or service.
Pre-purchase phase: The stages of a shopper journey that are preceding the purchase
of a product or service
Purchase phase: The stages of a shopper journey that occur during the purchase
of a product or service
Repeat rate: A KPI which measures the rate of repeated purchases within a certain time
period, e.g. a quarter, also known as repurchase rate
Research online purchase offline (ROPO): A KPI which measures the conversion
from visiting an online channel to purchasing in the physical store, also called
“online-to-store conversion” or “Webrooming”.
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Retailer touchpoint: A touchpoint that is typically created by a retailer
Return on investment (ROI): A KPI which measures the ratio between net profit and
cost of investment over a certain time period or within a specific project
or business activity.
RFM analysis: Analysis of customer purchase data by the time elapsed since the latest
purchase (recency), the frequency of purchases, and the monetary value (sales)
within a certain time period
Segment: The separation of customers by meaningful differentiation criteria into
subgroups that can be targeted individually.
Sentiment: The proportion of customers’ feelings and/or expressions about a product,
brand, or company that can be positive, negative, or neutral
Shopper: A customer who is making a purchase from a retailer. The consumer of the
purchased product(s) can be the same or a different person than the shopper
Shopper journey: The mapping of the behavior and decisions of a group of
consumers/shoppers, from consumption through to purchase and post-purchase
Shopper segment: The separation of a retailer’s customers through different criteria
such as age, household size, or purchasing behavior.
Shopper traffic: A KPI which measures the number of purchases in a certain retail
chain within a certain time period
Shopping mission: A specific goal that is pursued for a certain purchase.
For example, the goal of a weekend shopping trip (stockage for the whole week)
differs from a quick on-the-go shopping trip where the shopper wants
to satisfy his/her thirst.
Social media sentiment: A KPI which measures the share of positive or negative user
responses on a social medium among all users on the platform
Spend per trip KPI which measures the average amount spent by a shopper
during a shopping trip
Store-to-Online Conversion: KPI which measures the conversion from visiting an
offline channel to purchasing in an online store, also called “Showrooming”.
Touchpoint: A contact point, interaction point, and/or moment in which individuals
consciously or unconsciously get in touch with other individuals, companies,
brands, products, or services that result in an impact on purchase decisions and
an overall impression of the customer experience.
User-generated content (UCG): Any content that is created and provided online
by Internet users in various formats such as text, images, audio files, or videos
Value potential exploitation: A KPI which measures the share of the expenditures of
buyers in-store in the analyzed store compared to their expenditures elsewhere
Word-of-mouth (WOM): In general, the direct personal or online communication
between individuals. In a marketing context, it refers to an informal expression
of opinions about companies, brands, products, or services between customers.
In an online setting, it is often called electronic WOM or eWOM.
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